
     

OT, RSD and EBP: 

 The power of three 

Ted Brown  
   Assoc. Prof. Occupational Therapy 

Paula Todd  
   MNHS Subject Librarian 

Allie Ford  
   MNHS Learning Skills Adviser 



Key 

 OT: occupational therapy 

 RSD: research skill development 

 EBP: evidence-based practice 



Objectives 
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Allied health 4-year (UG)  

or 2-year (PG) course 

Young profession with  

emerging research base 

Focus is on improving 

independence by helping 

people engage with daily 

occupations 

Academic education  

+ 1000 hrs practical fieldwork 



Evidence-based practice (EBP) 

By: Vic (hang_in_there) [http://www.flickr.com/photos/5 

9632563@N04/6460660699/] By:http://hatetoloveresearch.blogspot.com.au/2010/12/o

n-using-evidence-based-practice-as.html 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_qOf64o9trTY/TQbe5KSeKpI/AAAAAAAAAXQ/7Z6e9iDZgAU/s1600/ebp.gif


Why EBP? 

By LiewCF (Own work) 

[http://www.flickr.com/photos/liewcf/6393617505/] 

By EssjayNZ (Own work) 

[http://http://www.flickr.com/photos/ 

essjay/5134563753] 

Which  

treatment? 
By Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class 

Matthew Jackson 

http://www.navy.mil/view_single.asp?id=82292 

By Kyle Hunter (Own work) 

http://www.bhupendratechniques.com/Main_Page 

http://www.navy.mil/view_single.asp?id=82292


Graduate attributes 

Professional 

Competency 



EBP in the OT curriculum 

No explicit EBP; 

Library workshop 

& drop-ins 
 

EBP „getting  

started‟ unit 

(explicit) 
 

EBP „building  

skills‟ unit 

(explicit) 
 

EBP „integrating 

skills‟ unit 

(implicit) 
 

OCC2022 

OCC3041 
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Pre-RSD framework: 

Librarian ran 3 workshops: 



But… 

Image credit: Striatic  

(http://www.flickr.com/pho

tos/striatic/2192192956/) 

Image credit:Valerie Everett 

(http://www.flickr.com/photos/valeriebb/300634

8550/) 



Learning skills joins the OT EBP party 

Skill Lecturer Librarian Learning Skills 

Recognise research and role of EBP ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Practice defining research questions ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Learn to search databases effectively ✓ ✓ 

Develop & document a search strategy ✓ ✓ (✓) 

Conduct critical analysis & read 

effectively 
✓ (✓) 

 

✓ 

Evaluate reliability of sources ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Critique aspects of quantitative and 

qualitative research 
✓ (✓) 

Complete Monash OT Research 

Evidence Critique Form (MOTRECF) 
✓ ✓ 



Explicit expectations Refined process 

Common vocabulary 



Scenario A:  

One of your OT clients is concerned about his reliance upon a heavy 

medication regime to manage his chronic lower-back pain. He believes 

he can improve his lifestyle in a variety of ways which will assist in pain 

management. A dentist has identified that the amalgam in his six filled 

teeth is seeping mercury into his system, so he will have the fillings in 

all six teeth removed, and is considering commencing a 21-day “detox 

diet” consisting of beans and seeds. He asks your professional opinion 

on this approach. 

What will you say to this client? Describe in detail further steps that you 

would take to inform yourself and the client about this approach 
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Workshops: 
PICO question 

Keywords 

Suitable databases 

Evaluating articles 

Effective reading 

Notetaking 
Image credit: TecnNYou  

(http://technyou.edu.au) 
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Now: 

 

Image credit: Striatic  

(http://www.flickr.com/pho

tos/striatic/2192192956/) 

Image credit:Valerie Everett 

(http://www.flickr.com/photos/valeriebb/300634

8550/) 

Shared marking 

Explicit rubric 

Clear process 

Students „dropped 

  in‟ for expert help 

Problems identified  

and answered  

during sessions and  

via feedback 



But… 

Librarian and Learning 

Skills adviser could share  

scenarios 

[[Images showing   
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EBP in the OT curriculum 

No explicit EBP; 

Library workshop 

& drop-ins 
 

EBP „integrating 

skills‟ unit 

(implicit) 
 

EBP „getting  

started‟ unit 

(explicit) 
 

OCC2022 

EBP „building  

skills‟ unit 

(explicit) 
 

OCC3041 



OCC3041 

Identify a knowledge gap; 

design  and evaluate a 

survey tool, collect and 

analyse data, present 

findings  



Explicit expectations Refined process 

Common vocabulary 



Conclusion: Our top tips 

1. Start conversations, build partnerships,  

 establish strategic collaborations 

2. Be explicit about research process and your 

expectations 

3. Teach research in context and for a purpose 

4. Scaffold research skills through the whole course 

5. The effort is worth it! 



Any questions? 

Thank you for listening! 

OT 

EBP 

RSD 

Image credit: (adapted from) Graham & Green,  

http://furnish.co.uk/items/267265-set-of-3-owl-money-boxes 
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